
Current Perspective 

Rating (1-10): ____ 

 

-1 Perspective 

Rating (1-10): ____ 

 

Bottom Perspective 

Rating: 1 
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Instructions 

Consider your perspective on a certain area of your life that you would like to change - For example, your health, 
your finances, a relationship, depression, etc. How would you rate your perspective on this issue? Let 10 represent the 
most positive, optimistic perspective you could imagine, and let 1 represent the most terrible, negative perspective you 
could imagine. Pick a number for your current viewpoint and write this number on the line that says “Rating (1-10)” in 
the box labeled “Current Perspective.” Then write about your current perspective in this box. How do you see the issue 
and what do you think is likely to happen? 

In the box above this one, labeled “+1 Perspective,” write about the perspective you’d have if you were 1 point more 
optimistic about the situation. On the “Rating (1-10)” line, write in the number that’s 1 more than the number you chose 
for the “Current Perspective” box. Probably, you’ve experienced the “+1 Perspective” on a good day.  

In the next box up, labeled “+2 Perspective,” write about the experience that you imagine would be 2 points higher on 
this perspective scale. On the “Rating (1-10)” line, write in the number that’s 2 more than the rating you gave your 
“Current Perspective.” This state probably feels like more of a stretch compared to your current experience or the “+1 
Perspective” experience. Maybe you’ve been there on a great day, or sometime in the past.  

In the next box up, labeled “+3 Perspective,” write about the experience that you imagine would be 3 points higher on 
this perspective scale. On the “Rating (1-10)” line, write in the number that’s 3 more than the rating you gave your 
“Current Perspective.” This state probably feels like a significant stretch compared to your current experience or the +1 
or +2 perspectives. It may seem unrealistic or unlikely that you’ll spend much time in this state.  

In the next box up, labeled “+4 Perspective,” write about the experience that you imagine would be 4 points higher on this 
perspective scale. On the “Rating (1-10)” line, write in the number that’s 4 more than the rating you gave your “Current 
Perspective.” This state probably feels like pretty distant compared to your current experience or the +1, +2, or +3 
perspectives. The things you write in this box may seem almost outlandishly optimistic. This is inevitably a state of 
tremendous freedom, ease, playfulness, and love. (Of course, it’s all relative. if you began with a current perspective of, 
say, 2, and this box is therefore a 6, there’s still plenty of headroom for future expansion.) 

Next, in the box below the “Current Perspective” box, labeled “-1 Perspective,” write about the perspective you’d have if you 
were 1 point Less optimistic about the situation. On the “Rating (1-10)” line, write in the number that’s 1 below the number 
you chose for the “Current Perspective” box. Probably, you’ve experienced the “-1 Perspective” on a bad day.  

the next box down, labeled “Bottom Perspective,” is the state that represents a “1” rating on the perspective scale – the 
worst you could imagine. Write here about the most negative viewpoint. In this pessimistic state, how would you see 
things and what do you think might happen? If your “Current Perspective” was a 2, then the box above was your 1, and 
you can leave this box blank. If your “Current Perspective” was a 4 or above, you will have skipped one or move levels 
between the previous box and this one. Usually, you don’t need to describe every negative state to get a sense of your 
range and to build your perspective flexibility.  

Once you have completed the worksheet, return to the book and try the perspective tuning technique, referring to 
the states you’ve described here to track your “range.” Practice shifting up and down and aim for sustaining an 
elevated perspective for increasingly long periods of time. When you’ve spent some time in one of the states above your 
starting point, you may find that it’s worthwhile to create a new chart, revising the rating of your “Current 
Perspective” and perhaps updating your description of these states.  
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